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Statement of Intent
Applying to Portland State University’s School of Architecture has been one of the best decisions I have made
during the past ten years. The energy of the students and teachers has given back to me a renewed hope for the future
as a creative professional.
While I enjoy creating complex environments for video games, my satisfaction with my job in game development
has become minimal at best. My dream career has turned into a job focused on productivity and monetary gain rather
than what I had initially hoped for: a career with a rewarding and purposeful goal. My frustration with the video game
industry has helped me realize that I wish to be less dependent on computers, and that financial success is not an
important motivation for why I work. The fleeting character of entertainment and the work ethic that follows it has
discouraged me from caring about my job as much as I wish to.
I originally began the program as an extension of my knowledge of sculpting digital worlds, but I now find myself
questioning my future in the field altogether. The complexity and reward of genuine architectural design intrigues me
as an individual who primarily creates through generative processes (in regards to Christopher Alexander’s definition).
Even though I am comfortable with a variety of design software, my current interest in architecture lies in the creative
processes used off of a computer. An undergraduate degree in green design feels like the most appropriate path for
me to follow, as it makes use of my technical aptitudes and creative abilities, while also taking advantage of my interest
in genuine design and the generative processes used. It has been very rewarding to work with passionate students
again, and I believe green design might possibly be a new path for me which fits me most appropriately.

ARCH 120
Drawings

These drawings mark the beginning of my transformation from an unsatisfied
video game developer back to an artist and designer looking to express one’s self.
Starting as a non-degree student I began taking Arch 120 while continuing to work full
time in video games. After rediscovering my aptitude for drawing and the joy of creation
without the use of a computer, I decided to apply to the architecture program at PSU. The
subsequent pages show my transition from an unsatisifed employee to an enthusiastic
student of architecture.
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ARCH 121
Agosta House

My first studio assignments in Arch 121 introduced
me to a drafting board and mayline for the first time. With
my ability to focus and my propensity to understand threedimensional space, I traced an interior photograph of my
precedent building (Left), the Agosta House, and created
an axonometric drawing focusing on the three main spaces
of the house: the kitchen, living, and dining rooms. (Right)
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ARCH 121
Agosta House

(Left) I learned how to draw proper perspectives for
the first time by using a plan drawing to translate the
positions of each architectural element with relative
accuracy.
(Right) I drew an elevation and plan view of the Agosta
House focusing on the surrounding environment. At this
point I began to understand some of the common visual
language used to communicate ideas in architecture.
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ARCH 121
Agosta House

Sketch Model

(Left) My final model of the Agosta
House was a challenge to say the
least. With minimal schematics of the
house available to me, I had to use
quite a handful of reference photos
which I continually cross-referenced
every time I had to make a decision.
The angled walls of the house added
an extra layer of complexity as it was
hard to understand how the house
came together as a whole with the
minimal information I had on hand.
Final Model
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ARCH 280

Dance

3D Print - Sketch Model

I explored dance as a means to understand the relationship of
our bodies to space and our movement through it. I became interested
in the idea that dance was a time-based experience as I sought to
understand what the essence of dance was. Through my exploratory
abstract montages and drawings, I designed a dance which allowed
for the creation of relationships from one moment to the next. I mainly
expressed this through the use of colored lines. Each color defined a
different series of moments during the dance, marking the path of each
moment with color, and a change in the direction of the line.
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ARCH 280

Dance

Final Model

(Left) The various sketch models I made for my dance
pavilion had a lively and abstract character to them.
(Right) My body extension allowed myself to attach
six colored ribbons with a grapple hook mechanism
to key points during my dance. I used the audience
as the anchors for these connections. By unraveling
the ribbons during the dance I was able to track and
define key moments, and the resulting path after the
unraveling.
(Right) My final model mimicked a long staircase with
a large change in verticality.
Sketch Models

Body Extension
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ARCH 281

Cathedral Park
Recording Device & map

As a precursor to the architectural landmark I later designed, I informed myself about
the site I was going to build on. I learned about both the history and present state of Cathedral
Park through site visits and background research.
(Left and Right) I invented a recording device which allowed me to pick up samples of the
ground throughout different areas of the park. I did this by rolling a swatch of clay across the
ground while it was attached to a heavy cylindrical base.
(Right) As an additional method to understand the site, I created a “map of architectural
possibilities” with two of my classmates. This map included a broad variety of information which
helped inspire my recording device and my landmark pavilion.
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ARCH 281
Cathedral park
Landmark

Informed by my recording device and research, I designed a landmark center
to be built on site in Cathedral Park. The pavilion sought to enhance the park by
adding an unobtrusive series of tents situated close to the river, creating a structured
environment for a variety of different uses. The tents aimed to give structure without
enforcing it, adding an additional access to the sandy beach.
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ARCH 281
281
ARCH

Cathedral park
Cathedral
Park
Landmark
Landmark

Sketch Models

Final Model

(Top Left) The sketch models I created were at a variety of different scales as a
means to understand the pavilion’s context at multiple levels.
(Bottom Left) As a class we created a site model of Cathedral Park at 1/16th scale. It
was an enjoyable experience overall and helped showcase the energy of our studio
and our ability to work together as a team.
(Right) The final model for my landmark pavilion took on a unique graphic quality. I
Built it in a modular and generative way using techniques I hadn’t yet experimented
with. Snaps were used to attach the cloth to the tent poles, holes were drilled into the
plywood allowing for a multitude of tent arrangements, and my 3D printer was used
to add some extra flare.

Site Model

Process
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Other

VIDEO GAMES
The Art Institute of Portland
Bachelor of Science - Game Art and Design
2004-2007

Proficient With
Adobe Photoshop
Autodesk 3ds Max
Autodesk Maya
Capable Of
Modeling
Texturing
Lighting
Rendering

Lead Artist / Unreal Integration
Liquid Development

October 2007 - May 2011 (3 years 8 months) / Portland, OR
In regards to architecture, my professional video game
experience has given me the capability to create in both two and
three dimensions. It has also given me the organizational skills
needed to create very large, complex spacial arrangements using
many thousands of objects and variables. I typically create digital
environments by arranging geometry, lights, VFX, sound, and
other elements, in order to build a space that functions as intended
while also being capable of inspiring awe.

Digital Artist
HerenowCreative

October 2011 - December 2011 (3 months) / Portland, OR

Level Designer / World Builder
Supergenius Studio

April 2012 - April 2013 (1 year 1 month) / Oregon City, OR

Level Designer / World Builder
Pure FPS

February 2014 - Present / Portland, OR

...references available via linkedin.com
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